
Research Statement for Colin S. Gordon

My research aims to develop rich, natural software specification and verification methods to formally prove
correctness properties for software, with a focus on building robust concurrent programs. My work tackles this
problem from two ends: formalizing and improving current practice, and designing new foundational approaches
to verification and program construction. My favored techniques blend ideas from programming languages, for-
mal methods, type theory, and program logics (e.g, separation logic), guided by software design principles. Longer
term, I’m interested in building a ladder of progressively more powerful verification techniques to bridge the gap
between current practice and current research.

Reference-Based Mutation Control

My recent work is focused on a family of static program-verification techniques that attach usage restrictions to
object references in imperative programs. One can ensure very strong correctness properties for programs by
controlling which references are passed to different parts of a program. With restrictions tied to individual object
references — which developers often mentally model as capabilities to access state — this style of verification is
a natural match for current software development practice. My work in this area consists of statically proving
data race freedom, proving invariants for both sequential and lock-free data structures, and building prototype
verification tools using the COQ proof assistant.

My first step in this direction was formalizing an existing prototype extension to C# [7] (in active use at Mi-
crosoft then and now), which statically (at compile time) ensures data race freedom by using reference immutability
to control the flow of writable references. Reference immutability uses permissions to restrict whether a reference
can be used for modifying an object or not. A read-only permission applies transitively: reading from a read-only
reference can produce only read-only references. I was the first to prove that using reference immutability for
data race freedom was sound. I also contributed proofs of soundness for novel permission conversion rules for
transitioning between mutable, read-only, permanently immutable, and thread-local; and I proved sound the most
precise treatment of generics over permissions for any reference immutability system, which preserves precision
even when reading through heap paths with multiple generic permissions.

My next step in this direction was generalizing reference immutability [5]: rather than simply specifying
whether a reference is usable for modifying something, developers should be able to say how state can be mod-
ified, both by a given reference and by all aliases. For example, consider restricting a shared counter to only ever
increase. Properties that are preserved by an alias’s usage (such as that a counter remains positive if all muta-
tions through other aliases — interference — consists of increments) can be verified as invariants, without having
to carefully track alias locations in a program. To support this, I designed rely-guarantee references (RGREFs). This
type system design augments traditional references with (1) a bound on alias interference that proofs may rely on;
(2) a bound on usage for the current reference, a guarantee made to other aliases; and (3) a stable predicate on the
state reachable from a reference, where the type system enforces that the predicate is preserved by interference
that falls within the rely. Then because the type system restricts writes to fall within a guarantee, and enforces
that each reference’s rely is an accurate summary of possible alias interference (intuitively, each reference’s guar-
antee implies its aliases’ rely), any permitted action through one reference naturally preserves the refinements
on all other references. This is an adaptation of classic work on concurrent program verification to treat aliases
similarly to threads, but also extended to solve new technical challenges due to nested references and adapting
location-specific specifications for other viewpoints. I also implemented a prototype verifier for RGREFs as a DSL
embedded in the COQ proof assistant.

RGREFs have two key advantages over other verification techniques. First, RGREFs do not require sealing the
set of operations on a structure at the time of verification, which is important for modern software development
practices that advocate third-party extensions to existing code. Second, RGREFs have sensible interactions with
what we normally consider ”unspecified” code: code that is type-safe, but has no stronger assurances (relies or
guarantees). By using a reference where the rely and guarantee allow any actions, rely-guarantee references sub-
sume basic (ML-style) references, which means that existing code that type-checks can (in principle) be dropped
into a compiler supporting RGREFs, and calls between basic and more verified code can be checked for safety.
This latter advantage also suggests a gradual verification approach, beginning with simple type-safe code, and
gradually refining sensitive portions of an implementation over time for stronger guarantees. This approach was
already found to be a key advantage of the reference immutability work at Microsoft, and the fact that RGREFs
can also subsume a form of reference immutability further encourages this style of development. Extending grad-
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ual verification to stronger properties, as well as explicit fine-grained characterization of permitted interference
between references to prove strong properties, were novel contributions of the work.

Current Work My current work extends rely-guarantee references in two directions: supporting concurrency [6]
and extending the theoretical foundations to enable new interactions between dependent type theory (roughly,
higher order logic as a programming language) and imperative programming [2].

Making rely-guarantee references concurrency-safe has the natural benefit of being able to verify properties of
fine-grained concurrent programs. Thus far, the changes to the single-threaded model are nontrivial to justify but
are natural changes for the programming model, and for the most part it ”just works” with structures like lock
free stacks, queues, and union find. This work is building towards a single approach to verifying safety properties
of programs that not only supports gradual verification, but where concurrency is only a modest extension to
sequential programming, even for verification, whereas traditional approaches to concurrency (locks, message
passing, etc.) fundamentally change how programs are written.

Rely-guarantee references build on dependent types, but incorporate mutable state in a way that requires
proofs about state (guarantees, etc.) to exist outside the language itself. I am working on a heap model suitable
for simple inclusion into a dependently-typed language, which will (1) allow internalizing proofs in the RGREF
language itself, to exploit further advances in dependent types, and (2) provide a model-theoretic basis for RGREFs,
to support future integration with techniques like separation logic, gaining the best of both approaches.

Formalizing Practice

Understanding and supporting the needs of current software developers is an important complement to new
foundations for building robust software. To provide strong guarantees to developers (as opposed to simply
finding bugs with no guarantee about remaining bugs), a rigorous formal approach is required, extracting the
sound reasoning principles underlying current software practices. To this end, I have worked on formalizing and
checking correctness of current practices to avoid concurrency bugs in real code. In particular, I have worked on
flexible ways to statically prove deadlock freedom, and on proving that Java programs do not violate the threading
discipline assumed by modern GUI toolkits.

Verifying Idioms for Deadlock Freedom To avoid deadlock, developers adopt conventions for acquiring locks.
But these practices are often beyond the reach of standard static analyses for deadlock freedom. Based on time
spent working on the Solaris operating system kernel, I designed a new approach to statically verifying deadlock
freedom in concurrent programs [4]. Nearly all static deadlock freedom approaches require a total ordering on all
locks held simultaneously by a single thread. But in practice, there are cases, such as the process list in the Solaris
kernel at the time, where no total ordering is present or required. Intuitively, each lock in a system can grant exclu-
sive permission to acquire additional locks. Then among the locks a thread holds capability to acquire, no ordering
is necessary (though certain restrictions on the shape of the capability granting relation are needed). I proved this
approach sound and showed it can verify interesting examples that are not checkable by other approaches.

Verifying UI Threading Assumptions Nearly all graphical user interface (GUI) toolkits assume that only the
distinguished ”UI thread” may directly access components of the interface, and violating this assumption may
lead to inconsistent user interfaces or crashes in the UI library. But no standard concurrency analysis is sufficient
to enforce this synchronization discipline. For developers, this design requires taking care to dispatch messages
to the UI thread from threads that are not allowed to directly update the UI themselves. However in a large
program, lengthy call chains and modest documentation make it quite difficult to know which type of thread a
given method may be called on, leading to runtime exceptions, failures, and corruptions when developers mix
up threads. To this end, I developed JavaUI, a static type and effect system for preventing invalid UI accesses
from incorrect threads [3], and evaluated it on over 140,000 lines of real world Java code. The JavaUI effect system
tracks for each method whether it is required to run on the UI thread (has the UI effect), and only code already
running on the UI thread may call other UI-effectful code. This simple idea captures simple use cases, but fails
to capture more complex uses of library code and interactions with inheritance. I ensured that JavaUI treats
inheritance soundly, and designed a novel lightweight effect polymorphism technique to handle library interfaces
that are used differently on the UI thread than on other threads. Applying JavaUI to real codebases showed that
the approach is relatively easy to use (about 7 annotations per 1000 lines of code), and fairly precise (found all
known bugs and some unknown bugs with only 25 false warnings in 140,000 lines of code). No previous program
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analyses to eradicate these bugs had been proven sound, and the only prior likely-sound approach had only been
evaluated on one GUI program. Oracle found the approach interesting enough that I gave a tech talk to the
JDK group at Oracle. Eclipse developers were intrigued enough by our approach that I was approached about
integrating JavaUI into the core Eclipse development process [8].

Future Work

In line with my two-sided approach to better software construction, I have two lines of research to pursue imme-
diately, plus a longer-term agenda.

First, I plan to further explore the broad applicability of static effect systems to current software systems. While
the use of Java checked exceptions for runtime errors is well-studied in the software engineering literature, the
richer spectrum of effect systems has been barely evaluated on real systems. The UI effect explored in my ECOOP
work is only an instance of a broad class of thread-specific-resource access policies (e.g., a database or file system
write thread) with other useful applications. Many security properties (e.g., access to network) are well-suited
to effect systems. I plan to explore a framework for specifying these effect systems in a lightweight manner, and
evangelize this approach to partial verification to current developers.

Second, I plan to explore further practice-inspired approaches to constructing verified software. Part of this
will include further extensions of RGREFs: integrating with program logics (e.g., separation logic) for functional
correctness, where the type system and logic interact with each other, among other extensions, and attempting to
verify existing software by converting it to use RGREFs and incrementally verifying program components. But
other inspirations remain unexploited.

Longer term, I have a number of research interests to explore, each with room to move both directions between
formal foundations and current software. There is further work to be done on integrating type systems (which
carry program invariants with low overhead) and program logics (which more easily reason about state updates,
at the cost of plumbing assertions through a program). One specific opportunity is to use types to simplify state
abstraction in higher-order separation logic, allowing easier verifications of higher-order programs. I have previ-
ously sketched a connection between manual testing and formal program semantics [1], which I expect to yield a
variety of results from improving test suite efficacy to inferring formal specifications. I am also interested in ap-
plying my verification knowledge to systems code (operating system kernels), a domain where I have experience
as an industry developer, and where the state-of-the-art verification work makes strong simplifying assumptions
about kernel features I have implemented.
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